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as for the included airports, there is more than enough there to make it worth it, especially if you are flying s-class aircraft.
there are runways, obstacles, and obstacles such as ils-only or non-precision approaches. the only thing missing is ground
stops, but that would probably be a good addition to any fss x or p3d. i would also add a garmin g1000 in the future, as it

should be a mandatory piece of navigation equipment on the citation. there are also a number of other airports that could be
added, such as venice-baldwin, rome-fiumicino, and lille-maurice-lomme. now, on to the performance of the aircraft. its stock,
but still far from the real thing. the engine is capable of propelling the aircraft to 300kts at low power settings and 200kts at

high power settings. thats decent for a 528 but not when compared to the larger s-class aircraft. it has a relatively good range
for a 528, but its not what you would expect from a citation ii. the cfm-56b2s are capable of producing 1,625lbf of thrust at
takeoff and 1,600lbf at cruise. thats a nice number, but you should consider the power required to operate the aircraft at

takeoff and cruise in comparison to the listed thrust. the flight dynamics are also not what you would expect from a citation ii.
in fact, most of the time you will find it quite unstable. at low power, the flight dynamics are about as good as the fmc. the

aircraft feels responsive, but it seems to need a little more roll authority. at moderate power, the aircraft feels unstable, and
the dynamic flight models have a tendency to break at various power settings. this seems to have something to do with the

srg-30e engine. the responsiveness at high power (and at the near stall) is not what i would call “stable”.
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initially it was planned to completely convert the carenado spz-500 to an
autopilot (ap)-only aircraft. it was later decided to use a dual mode aircraft
with the autopilot providing the muscle and pilot inputs at all times. on the
s550 the ap is set up to provide a gross primary flight path angle. when the

pilot selects manual mode he is then given the ability to override the autopilot
and fly the aircraft. this is accomplished by selecting one of the three s550
modes. the flight director mode selector (fms) can be set to normal/auto,
manual, or direct control. when the fms is in normal mode the autopilot

provides the aircraft commands. in direct control mode the autopilot will follow
the pilot's commands until it is disabled. in manual mode the autopilot will

follow the pilot's commands until it is disabled. this is the mode we are using.
the first flight was a memorable one. the weather was great, the first flight

was uneventful and the second flight was the day’s highlight. the s550 did not
seem to exhibit any of the problems or annoyances that had been reported
with the previous version. the carenado s550 is very stable at high angles of
attack and also at high-power cruise settings. the only problem with the s550
seems to be that the flight management system does not like high angles of
attack. this restriction is not a problem as the s550 can climb out of a stall

even with the angle of attack at 30 degrees. after the second flight i was able
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to place the s550 at a variety of airports. carenado’s citation ii is a large step
forward from the previous version, but it does have one or two limitations. the
inability of the default fms to handle an faa approved approach to kjac really
limits the appeal of this aircraft. the faa has not approved any cessna citation

approaches to kjac. most owners have solved the kjac approach with
additional equipment. the inability of the fms to handle an approach rated for

a cessna mustang, which is not rated for a cessna citation, is a major
limitation. 5ec8ef588b
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